16 September: Emily Greenwood (Yale)
Genres on the frontiers of gender: paradoxes of female leadership in ancient Greek literature
N.B. This seminar is in the Arts lecture theatre

23 September: Tom Harrison (St Andrews)
Saving the Barbarian

30 September: Stephen Harrison (Oxford)
Horace's Hymn to Bacchus (Odes 2.19): poetics and politics
Annual Lecture for the Centre for the Literatures of the Roman Empire

7 October: Emma Buckley (St Andrews)
Reviving Lucan: Marlowe, Tamburlaine, and 'Lucans First Booke'

14 October: Tom Geue (St Andrews)
Calling Rome without Names: Octavia

28 October: Niels Gaul (Edinburgh)
The Byzantium That Could Have Been?
Learning and the Transmission of Classical Texts in the Ninth Century

4 November: Claire Holleran (Exeter)
The Labour Market in Ancient Rome

11 November: Simon Corcoran (Newcastle)
The lives of the Justinian Code from Constantinople to Cambridge

18 November: Athanasios Vionis (University of Cyprus)
Landscape approaches and settlement archaeology in post-Roman central Greece
Annual Lecture for the Centre for Landscape Studies

25 November: Eleri Cousins (St Andrews)
"Springs sumptuously equipped": Meanings of Water at Bath